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Abstract—Car sharing offers a flexible peer-to-peer or station based car rental service to customers. On one hand, it requires customers to expose identifications (e.g., valid driving licenses) to car sharing service providers (CSSPs) for accountability, i.e., the driving qualification of customers can be verified and misbehaving customers can be traced by CSSPs. On the other hand, privacy concerns arise when customers' identities are exposed as honest-but-curious CSSPs may secretly extract customers privacy information by linking their car rental records to their identities. To resolve this contradiction, we propose a decentralized, accountable, and privacy-preserving architecture for car sharing services, named DAPA. In specific, to overcome the limitation of the single point of failure, multiple dynamic validation servers are employed to substitute a single trusted third-party authority and assist in building decentralized trust for customers. In addition, to protect customers’ privacy and achieve accountability simultaneously under the decentralized architecture, a new privacy-preserving identity management (PPIM) scheme is introduced as a basic module for DAPA. Customers’ identities are protected in a distributed and dynamic manner but publicly verified based on a well-designed zero-knowledge proof protocol. Only the misbehaving customers’ identities can be recovered by a majority of validation servers using adaptive verifiable secret sharing/redistribution techniques. Detailed security analysis shows that DAPA can minimize privacy breaches and guarantee the accountability. Performance evaluations via extensive simulations demonstrate that DAPA is efficient in terms of computational costs and communication overheads.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A new energy-efficient transportation style and a successful business model of collaborative consumption, car sharing has significantly enhanced our city’s livability recently [1], [2]. In essence, car sharing provides a smart automobile rental service in which a registered customer (a.k.a. user) can reserve and access (i.e., check in and check out using the mobile phone) shared vehicles for short-term or long-term use, without human intervention. Currently, car sharing services can be roughly categorized into two types: station-based car sharing or free-floating car sharing [3]. Station-based car sharing systems require customers to pick up and return vehicles at settled stations, while free-floating car sharing systems support peer-to-peer car sharing between any two customers without a fixed pick-up/drop-off position.

Compared with traditional car rental services, car sharing services obviously bring extra advantages. As they are always charged per time or per mile, a customer can make a flexible schedule regarding where and when she would like to pick up and return a shared vehicle [4]. They also benefit the environment by mitigating pollution and traffic congestion, since car sharing services advance the development of green-energy electric vehicles and reduce the number of private vehicles on the road [5], [6]. As a result, more companies have deployed shared cars, built car sharing services, and developed various mobile-based car sharing applications in different platforms, such as Enterprise CarShare1, Car2go2, and Zipcar3. Under this ecosystem, customers can conveniently download and install these Android/IOS applications from application stores, and utilize these applications to rent shared cars by performing simple operations on their smartphones.

Most of these applications require customers to take an essential step before enjoying car sharing services: identity uploading and verification. Specifically, a customer is required to upload a photo of her driving license (front and back) as well as a selfie of the customer holding it, and a car sharing service provider can review the personal identification to confirm that the customer has the right and ability to drive as a valid driver. The step is commonly indispensable as car sharing service providers need to check the driving qualification of the customer and trace the customer in case some bad situations happen. For instance, if a customer refuses to return a shared vehicle on time or leaves the shared vehicle in an unacceptable condition after one use, he will be assessed a certain fee. However, from a security and privacy
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standpoint [7]–[9], this kind of necessary identity disclosure may lead to serious privacy concerns of customers. In reality, when a car sharing service provider is honest-but-curious as an internal adversary or has been compromised by an external adversary, a customer’s privacy can be easily violated by analyzing the collected sensitive information [10]–[13]. The sensitive information includes real-time trajectories (through GPS on shared vehicles), pick-up and drop-off places, time duration of driving, etc. Since an adversary knows the real identity of the customer, he can link the information to a real person (corresponding to the customer) in the real world to further reconstruct her mobility patterns. Furthermore, modern laws (e.g., the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)) obligate service providers to better protect customers’ privacy in the real-name system, by offering built-in privacy-preserving mechanisms [14]. Therefore, how to resolve the conflict between privacy and accountability becomes challenging in the car sharing scenario.

As the study of car sharing is still in its infancy, there are not many secure and privacy-enhancing schemes designed for this service [15]–[18]. The most related work is SePCAR [15], which proposes two basic approaches: one is designed based on a single trusted third-party authority (TTPA) and the other is designed from the secure multi-party computation (SMPC) [19]. Apparently, TTPA can protect customers’ privacy and achieve accountability at the same time. Customers’ private information can be stored at TTPA and be revealed as needed, nevertheless it still suffers from vulnerabilities like the single point of failure (i.e., the single TTPA is down accidentally or is compromised by an adversary). To tackle the issue, SePCAR also presents an SMPC-based approach where multiple fixed parties replace TTPA to manage the private information of customers and offer the accountability. Compared with the TTPA-based approach, the SMPC-based approach requires more time-consuming computations among multi-parties, and it is designed based on a non-collusion assumption where these parties cannot collude with each other.

Different from the existing works, we propose a decentralized, accountable, and privacy-preserving architecture for car sharing services in this paper, named DAPA. In DAPA, to avoid the single point of failure and build decentralized trust for customers, multiple validation servers are employed to replace a single TTPA. Each validation server is managed by an independent authority, and multiple authorities are organized as a group. The group is dynamic instead of fixed, i.e., after a time period, the group of authorities will be substituted by another group of authorities to improve the security level of the system due to the timeliness of the compromise attack. The motivation behind DAPA is to improve the fault tolerance of the car sharing service. Compared with other services, privacy protection and accountability are more necessary for the car sharing service. Multiple distributed authorities who manage customers’ identities are substituted periodically such that attackers have more difficulties in compromising customers’ privacy and break the accountability. To protect customers’ privacy and achieve accountability simultaneously under the decentralized architecture, a new privacy-preserving identity management (PPIM) scheme is introduced as a basic module for DAPA. Through PPIM, customers’ identities can be efficiently and secretly managed in a distributed and dynamic manner. As long as a majority of validation servers are honest during a time period, customers’ identities are always hidden from car sharing service providers. With the help of validation servers, car sharing service providers can verify the validity of customers’ hidden identities without revealing them and trace real identities of misbehaving customers. Specifically, there are three major technical challenges in designing PPIM.

Technical Challenges: First, considering that a customer’s identity needs to be hidden, a trivial approach is to encrypt the identity before uploading. However, once the uploaded identity is encrypted, it would be difficult for a validation server to verify the validity of the customer’s identity with the ciphertext. To enable identity validation, the following three properties should be guaranteed: i) (recoverable property) the ciphertext can be decrypted by the validation server; ii) (identity property) the plaintext is one registered customer’s identity credential; iii) (legitimate property) the customer is a valid customer and has not been revoked. Second, since more than one validation server exist, the above-mentioned three properties should be verified in a distributed manner, i.e., the ability of verifying and recovering the customer’s identity should be shared among multiple validation servers, which is challenging. Moreover, this ability should be verified as well, i.e., these validation servers can verify and ensure that they have the ability to accomplish identity verification and identity recovery. Third, validation servers are dynamic, which leads to the transferring of the ability of recovering a customer’s identity from one set of validation servers to another set of validation servers after a time period, which is not straightforward. This process should also be verified by validation servers to detect malicious validation servers and ensure the correctness of transferring.

Contributions: The contributions of this paper are summarized as two-fold.

- A privacy-preserving identity management (PPIM) scheme is proposed. Through PPIM, a customer can outsource her encrypted identity to multiple dynamic validation servers for the purpose of decentralized identity management. These validation servers can verify the validity of the customer’s encrypted identity without decrypting it based on a well-designed zero-knowledge proof protocol, recover the customer’s real identity, and dynamically transferring the ability of identity recovery based on adaptive verifiable secret sharing/redistribution techniques. Although PPIM is a basic module of DAPA, it can also be integrated into other applications related to the identity management.

- A decentralized, accountable, and privacy-preserving architecture for car sharing services (DAPA) is proposed. DAPA is designed based on PPIM and other cryptographic primitives to preserve customers’ privacy during the car sharing process while providing the accountability, i.e., DAPA enables a car sharing service provider to check a customer’s driving qualification before the customer rents the car and to effectively trace the customer without a single trusted authority once the customer misbehaves. Detailed security analysis shows that DAPA can minimize privacy breaches as well as guarantees accountability. In addition,
There exist private channels among committee members during an epoch.

Customers: customers who install the car sharing mobile application.

Multiple Dynamic Validation Servers: VSs can be regarded as dynamic and distributed servers. VSs are organized to form a fixed-size committee in a fixed time interval (a.k.a an epoch), and one specific VS is a committee member during this epoch. The committee members are dynamically replaced by another committee members after an epoch and they are responsible for identity management, i.e., verifying customers’ driving qualification, showing the driving qualification to the car sharing service provider, and managing customers’ real identities in a privacy-preserving way. When disputes arise between customers and the car sharing service provider, they can collaborate to recover the real identities of customers such that accountability is clear.

Public Bulletin Board: An append-only ledger exists in the system, e.g., a public blockchain [8], where other entities can read/write the data. It can be regarded as a public bulletin board [20].

Communication Model: There exist private channels among customers and VSs such that customers can privately transmit data to VSs and VSs can share data with each other privately. The private channels can be straightforwardly implemented based on the mature Secure Sockets Layer protocol (SSL). Therefore, we omit the detailed construction of this part.

B. Threat Model

There exist two attacks from internal/external adversaries who make profits by selling personal information. First, VSs themselves are internal adversaries and can collude with each other to disclose a customer’s identity, but these VSs cannot occupy a majority of committee members during an epoch. Second, an external adversary can compromise some honest VSs, but it cannot forecast VSs’ change over time, corrupt a set of VSs in advance and therefore control a majority of the committee members during an epoch.

All in all, a majority of the committee members are honest during an epoch while some VSs can be compromised by internal or external adversaries and behave maliciously. In practice, these VSs can be different servers managed by different operators to limit the risk of most of the VSs being compromised and colluding against customers.

CSSP is assumed to be honest-but-curious in the system, that is, it may honestly provide the car sharing service for customers but may be curious to collect the personal information of customers and perform a deep analysis on customers’ data which may reflect the customer’s privacy. In other words, we assume that CSSP does not provide customers with malicious smartphone applications or malicious vehicles to monitor the customer since such attacks can be detected by third parties and cause the risk of reputation loss. Furthermore, CSSP can also collude with the malicious VSs.
From another point of view, customers cannot be fully trusted either, since some of them may misbehave during the car rental process, e.g., misbehaving customers may not return the vehicle or damage the shared vehicle unintentionally or intentionally after one use.

C. Design Goals

There exists a huge conflict between a customer’s privacy requirement and CSSP’s demand of accountability. On one hand, customers would like to prevent privacy leakage during the car sharing service. On the other hand, CSSP needs to have the ability to know the real identity of a customer so that it can review the customer’s qualification of driving and claim the responsibility if the customer misbehaves. Hence, the following two security objectives should be satisfied simultaneously.

- **Customer Privacy**: The privacy of customers should be protected, which implies the anonymity and unlinkability of customers. More concretely, when a customer uses the car sharing application to rent a shared car online, her identity cannot be distinguished among all registered customers. When a customer uses the car sharing application to rent more than one shared cars online, her two renting records cannot be linked.

- **Accountability**: Customers should be held accountable for their behavior in the car sharing service, i.e., CSSP is able to check customers’ driving qualification, recover the misbehaving customer’s real identity, and revoke the misbehaving customer if necessary.

In addition to customer privacy and accountability, usability is also significant. The convenience and usability properties offered by the current car sharing service should be preserved. For instance, CSSP can easily verify the driving qualification of customers and customers can perform simple and straightforward operations to achieve online car rental.

In summary, our goal is to design an accountable and privacy-preserving car sharing architecture that offers strong privacy guarantees to customers as well as provides requisite accountability for CSSP.

III. PROPOSED DAPA

In this section, we propose a decentralized, accountable, and privacy-preserving car sharing architecture, named DAPA. We begin with two cryptographic primitives: the bilinear pairing technique and the zero-knowledge proof technique, and then present an overview of DAPA. Afterwards, we propose a privacy-preserving identity management (PPIM) scheme, serving as a basic module for DAPA. Finally, we show the detailed construction of DAPA.

A. Cryptographic Primitives

1) Bilinear Pairing: Let $G_1$, $G_2$ and $G_T$ be three cyclic groups of prime order $q$ with the multiplication. Let $g_1, g_2$ be generators of $G_1$ and $G_2$. Let $e : G_1 \times G_2 \rightarrow G_T$ be an asymmetric bilinear map and $e$ has the following properties: i) Bilinearity: for all $(u, v) \in G_1 \times G_2$ and $(a, b) \in \mathbb{Z}_q$, we have the relation $e(u^a, v^b) = e(u, v)^{ab}$; ii) Non-degeneracy: $e(g_1, g_2) \neq 1$; iii) Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to compute bilinear map $e(u^a, v^b) = e(u, v)^{ab}$; and iv) There is no efficiently computable homomorphism in either direction between $G_1$ and $G_2$. For more details, we refer the reader to [21].

2) Zero-Knowledge Proof: The zero-knowledge proof of knowledge allows the prover to generate a cryptographic proof with a corresponding statement, and the verifier can verify the proof to check the correctness of the statement. For easy understanding, we denote the zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (ZkPoK), similar to [22], where a prover convinces a verifier of knowledge of values $(a_1, \ldots, a_n)$ that satisfy a predicate $\mathbb{P}$ by $\text{ZkPoK}\{\{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}\mid \mathbb{P}(a_1, \ldots, a_n)\}$. For instance, $\text{ZkPoK}\{(a, B) : A = g_1^a \land C = e(A, B)\}$ denotes “zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of $a$ and $B$ such that $A = g_1^a$ and $C = e(A, B)$ holds”. The Fiat-Shamir heuristic can be applied to turn the interactive zero-knowledge proof of knowledge into the non-interactive one in the random oracle model. For more details, we refer the reader to [23].

B. DAPA Overview

DAPA consists of five major phases: system setup, customer registration, car rental, car audit, and customer revocation.

- **System Setup**: The cryptographic parameters, key pairs, and public information for car sharing service are generated by CSSP.

- **Customer Registration**: A customer makes the registration at CSSP by providing the username, password, and relative driving license info. If the registration is successful, CSSP sends the identity credential back to the customer.

- **Car Rental**: Using a valid identity credential, a customer achieves the anonymous car rental via communicating with VSs (current committee members) and CSSP.

- **Car Audit**: With the help of VSs (current committee members), CSSP traces and reveals the real identity of a customer who misbehaves.

- **Customer Revocation**: CSSP revokes the misbehaving customer and does not accept these customers’ car rental requests in the future.

Note that, the anonymous payments (car rental fee and car insurance fee) are not included in DAPA. If needed, the existing anonymous payment schemes like ZCASH [24] would be much helpful. Alternatively, the car sharing service can be an optional membership service. The valid customer who pays the membership fee during registration can enjoy the unlimited car sharing service without a rental fee or insurance fee.

C. Proposed PPIM

We first present PPIM, which is a key module that provides drivers’ identity management for DAPA. PPIM allows VSs to manage real identities of any customers in a distributed and dynamic manner. It consists of six steps, namely, Parameter Generation (PGen), Identity Registration (IDRegister), Identity Hiding (IDHide), Identity Transferring (IDTransfer), Identity Recovery (IDRecover), and Identity Revocation (IDRevoke). In PGen, all the public parameters are generated and shared with the entities. In IDRegister, a customer registers herself at CSSP and obtains a valid identity credential. In IDHide, the
customer uploads her identity credential to multiple VSs in a privacy-preserving manner and these VSs are organized as a group to manage the identity credential. A single VS cannot recover the identity credential but can verify the validity of the credential based on the zero-knowledge proof technique. In IDTransfer, the current group of validation servers transfers the identity management permission to another group of validation servers after a time period. In IDRecover, a majority of VSs in the group can cooperate with each other to recover the identity credential of a customer if necessary. In IDRevoke, a customer can be revoked by CSSP via revoking her identity credential and the credential becomes invalid for renting a shared car in the future. For easy understanding, Table I shows the notations frequently used in PPIM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( G, \Phi, G_T )</td>
<td>three groups that support bilinear maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t, l )</td>
<td>security parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p, p' )</td>
<td>two primes that satisfy ( p = 2p' + 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q, q' )</td>
<td>two primes that satisfy ( q = 2q' + 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n )</td>
<td>a composite number ( n = pq )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{p}, \tilde{q} )</td>
<td>two primes satisfy ( \tilde{p} = 2q + 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H() \text{ and } H'() )</td>
<td>two cryptographic hash functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{g}, \tilde{h} )</td>
<td>two generators of ( G )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g )</td>
<td>a generator of ( \Phi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e(., .) )</td>
<td>a non-degradable bilinear mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{G} )</td>
<td>a cyclic subgroup ( \tilde{G} \subset \tilde{Z}_n^\ast )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau )</td>
<td>auxiliary information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle y, Y \rangle )</td>
<td>CSSP’s private/public key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle Cred, \sigma \rangle )</td>
<td>the identity credential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle y_1, y_2, y_3, Y_1, Y_2, Y_3 \rangle )</td>
<td>a customer’s private/public key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (l, N) )</td>
<td>threshold for identity management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_{inv} )</td>
<td>invalid customer list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (a, d) )</td>
<td>a valid customer’s witness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (u, w, v) )</td>
<td>ciphertext of ( \sigma )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Parameter Generation (PGen):** This part is run by CSSP during system setup. CSSP can generate parameters as follows: i) \( p, p', q, q' \) are four prime numbers which satisfy \( p = 2p' + 1 \) and \( q = 2q' + 1 \); \( l = |p| = |q| \) is the security parameter and \( n = pq \); ii) \( q' \) is a random element in \( Z_{n^2}^\ast \) and \( g = (g')^{2n}; \) iv) \( \tilde{p} \) is a \( \tilde{l}\)-bit \( (\tilde{l} \leq \frac{1}{2} - 1) \) prime number that satisfies \( \tilde{p} = 2q + 1 \) and \( \tilde{q} \) is a prime number; v) \( \tilde{G}, \Phi \) and \( G_T \) are three bilinear groups of prime order \( \tilde{p} \) and \( \tilde{g} \) an asymmetric bilinear map \( e: G \times \Phi \rightarrow G_T \) exists; vi) \( \langle \tilde{g}, \tilde{h} \rangle \) are two generators of \( G \) and \( g \) is a generator of \( \Phi \); vii) \( \tau \) is a random number picked from \( Z_{n^2}^\ast \) and \( G \subset \tilde{Z}_n^\ast \) is a cyclic group of prime order \( \tilde{g} \); viii) \( H, H' \) are two cryptographic hash functions: \( H: \{0, 1\}^\ast \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^\ast \) and \( H': \{0, 1\}^\ast \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^\ast \); ix) its private/public key pair is \( (y, Y = g^y) \), where \( y \in \mathbb{Z}_{n^2}^\ast \).

- **Identity Registration (IDRegister):** This part is run between CSSP and a customer during customer registration. If the registration is successful, the customer can obtain the identity credential from CSSP. Specifically, the customer sends the registration request to CSSP, and CSSP verifies the received information. As long as it is correct and legitimate, CSSP generates the identity credential for the customer as \( Cred = \tilde{g}^{\tilde{\sigma}} \), where \( \tilde{\sigma} \) is chosen from \( G/\{\tilde{\tau}\} \) and is unique for each customer. Then, \( (\sigma, Cred) \) is sent back to the customer as the credential. The customer verifies the credential as \( e(Cred, Y g^y) = e(\tilde{g}, g) \).

- **Identity Hiding (IDHide):** This part is run between a customer and VSs (current committee members) during car rental. The customer can upload an identifier, a ciphertext, and a corresponding proof to the bulletin board. The proof indicates that the ciphertext possesses three properties:
  - (Recoverable Property) The ciphertext can be decrypted to obtain a plaintext using a given private key.
  - (Identity Property) The plaintext is one registered customer’s identity credential.
  - (Legitimate Property) The registered customer is a valid customer and has not been revoked.

Supposing that the current committee includes \( N \) VSs, the customer and VSs can perform the following steps:

- The customer randomly chooses the private keys as \( (y_1, y_2, y_3) \in \mathbb{Z}_{p'}^\ast \) and generates the public keys as \( (Y_1 = g^{y_1}, Y_2 = g^{y_2}, Y_3 = g^{y_3}) \), and writes the public keys \( (Y_1, Y_2, Y_3) \) into the bulletin board.
- The customer distributes the private keys \( (y_1, y_2, y_3) \) to \( N \) VSs (current committee members) \( \mathcal{P}_t = \{P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_N\} \) with access structure \( (t, N) \), where \( t = \frac{N}{2} + 1 \) (\( value \) means value is rounded down). To distribute the private key \( y_1 \) (and \( y_2 \) and \( y_3 \)), the customer and VSs follow the below stages synchronously in a sequential order and each stage has fixed duration.
  - (Sharing Stage) In this stage, the customer chooses a random polynomial \( f(x) = a_0 + a_1 x + \cdots + a_t x^{t-1} \) over \( Z_{p'}^\ast \) of degree \( t - 1 \). The user sets \( f(0) = a_0 = y_1 \). The customer then computes the secret shadow \( s_i = f(i) \) from \( i = 1 \) to \( N \), and distributes \( s_i \) to every member \( P_i \in \mathcal{P}_t \) via the private channel. After that, the customer writes \( \{g^{s_i}\}_{i=1}^{N} \) and \( \{D_k = g^{a_k}\}_{k=1}^{t-1} \) into the bulletin board.
  - (Complaining Stage) \( P_i \) verifies the shares it received from the customer. \( P_i \) checks if

\[
g^y = Y_1 \cdot \prod_{k=1}^{t-1} (D_k)^{s_i}.
\]  

If the check fails, \( P_i \) writes the complaint into the bulletin board in this stage.

- (Responding Stage) The customer, after checking the complaint from \( P_i \), writes \( s_i \) that satisfies the Eq. (1) as a response to the bulletin board in this stage.

- (Confirming Stage) The customer is marked as disqualified if either more than \( t \) complaints are received or the response of a complaint falsifies the Eq. (1). Otherwise, \( P_i \) stores the secret shadow as \( s_i \) in this stage and confirms the sharing in the bulletin board.

- The customer downloads the latest accumulated value \( c \) (the value is defined in IDRevoke) and the revocation list including all invalid customers’ credentials \( S_{inv} = \{\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_n\} \). The customer calculates the witness \( \langle a, d \rangle \) as \( d = \prod_{k=1}^{t'} (\sigma_k + \tau) \) mod \( (\sigma + \tau) \) and \( a = [\tilde{g}] \prod_{k=1}^{t'} (\sigma_k + \tau) - d \) mod \( (\sigma + \tau) \).
– The customer chooses a random number \( r \in \mathbb{R} [0, n/4] \) and encrypts her identity credential \( \sigma \) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    u &= g^r, \\
    w &= Y_1^r (1 + n)^r, \\
    v &= \text{abs}(Y_2 Y_3^{H(w,u)}). \\
\end{align*}
\]  

(2)

Note that, this is a ciphertext of an encryption that provides adaptive chosen ciphertext security [25].

– The customer generates a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof \( \pi \), which proves three properties: 1) \( (u, w, v) \) is a valid ciphertext that is encrypted under the public keys \( (Y_1, Y_2, Y_3) \); 2) the ciphertext is an encryption of a secret \( \sigma \) which is used for recovering the identity credential of the customer; 3) \( \sigma \), included in the commitment, is a valid identity credential and has not been revoked by CSSP. The proof can be written as follows. \( \gamma \) and \( \epsilon \) are two random values picked from \( \mathbb{Z}_p^* \).

\[
\begin{align*}
    ZkPoK\{(r, \epsilon, \gamma, a, d) : u^2 &= g^{2r} \otimes w^2 = Y_1^{2r} (1 + n)^{2r} \otimes Y_2 Y_3^{H(w,u)} \otimes g^{2\gamma r} \otimes e(a, g^{-1})e(g^\gamma, g)^d &= e(c, g) \otimes d \neq 0\}. \\
\end{align*}
\]  

(3)

– The customer generates a random public key as the identifier \( \hat{m} \). The server chooses the first secret identity \( s_1 \) and calculates its new secret shadow \( \hat{s}_i,j \) and the corresponding proof \( w/u \) writes the complaint against \( s_2 \). This part is run between VSSs and CSSP during car audit. The committee members can recover the private keys used for encrypting identity credential by contributing their secret shadows. Specifically, if an identity of a customer needs to be recovered, each committee member \( P_i \) (or \( P_j \)) first encrypts its secret shadow \( s_i \) (or \( s_j \)) using CSSP’s public key (based on any public-key cryptosystem, e.g., ElGamal encryption), writes the ciphertext into the bulletin board, and informs CSSP that the recovery operation is completed. Then, only CSSP can decrypt the ciphertext to obtain the secret shadow and verify the correctness of the secret shadow by checking \( g^{s_i} \) (or \( g^{s_j} \)). After receiving \( t \) (or \( t \)) secret shadows, the secret \( y_1 \) and \( y_2 \) can be recovered by CSSP as follows.

\[
y_1 = \sum_{i=1}^{t} \left( s_i \cdot \prod_{k=1;k \neq i}^{t} \frac{k}{k-\hat{t}} \right). \\
\]  

(5)

To decrypt the identity of the customer, CSSP checks \( v^2 = u^2 H(w,u) \) and computes \( m' = (w/w^h) \) mod \( n^2 \). Finally, the plaintext is \( \sigma = (m' - 1)/n \), which is the identity credential.

– Identity Revocation (IDRevoke): This part is run by CSSP during customer revocation. CSSP can revoke a customer by adding the invalid customer’s identity credential \( \sigma \) into a revocation list \( S_{\text{rev}} \) and updating an accumulator value \( c \). Particularly, CSSP creates an empty accumulator \( c \) as \( c = \hat{g} \) in the beginning. When a customer is invalid, CSSP adds his identity credential into the accumulator as \( c = c \sigma^{t+1} \) and also adds his credential \( \sigma \) into the revocation list \( S_{\text{rev}} \). Finally, CSSP publishes the latest accumulator \( c \) and revocation list \( S_{\text{rev}} \) to the bulletin board.

D. Detailed Construction of DAPA

– System Setup: During this phase, CSSP runs \( S\text{PPIM}.S\text{Gen} \) to generate the public cryptographic parameters \( \text{Params} \) and the

(Complaining Stage) \( P_j \) verifies the shares it received from \( P_i, P_j \) checks if

\[
    g^{\hat{s}_i,j} = \prod_{k=0}^{t-1} (\hat{C}_{i,k})^y_k. \\
\]  

(4)

If the check fails, \( P_j \) writes the complaint against \( P_i \) into the bulletin board in this stage.

– (Responding Stage) \( P_i \), after checking the complaint from \( P_j \), writes \( \hat{s}_{i,j} \) that satisfies the Eq. (4) as a response, into the bulletin board in this stage.

– (Qualifying Stage) \( 1 \) \( P_i \) is marked as disqualified if either more than \( t \) complaints are received or the response of a complaint falsifies the Eq. (4); \( 2 \) \( P_j \) tests whether \( \hat{C}_{i,0} \) is equal to \( g^{\hat{s}_i} \). If not, \( P_i \) is marked as disqualified; \( 3 \) \( P_j \) builds the same set of non-disqualified members \( QUAL \).

If the size of \( QUAL \) is larger than \( t \), \( P_j \) chooses the first \( t \) members in \( QUAL \), as the set \( QUAL_t \).

– (Transferring Stage) \( P_j \) calculates its new secret shadow as \( s_j = \sum_{i\in QUAL_t} b_i \hat{s}_{i,j} \) where \( b_i = \prod_{x\in QUAL_t, x \neq i} \frac{x}{x-1} \), and writes \( g^{s_j} \) into the bulletin board.
– (Deleting Stage) \( P_i \) deletes its old secret shadow \( s_i \).

– Identity Recovery (IDRecover): This part is run between VSSs and CSSP during car audit. The committee members can recover the private keys used for encrypting identity credential by contributing their secret shadows. Specifically, if an identity of a customer needs to be recovered, each committee member \( P_i \) and \( P_j \) first encrypts its secret shadow \( s_i \) (or \( s_j \)) using CSSP’s public key (based on any public-key cryptosystem, e.g., ElGamal encryption), writes the ciphertext into the bulletin board, and informs CSSP that the recovery operation is completed. Then, only CSSP can decrypt the ciphertext to obtain the secret shadow and verify the correctness of the secret shadow by checking \( g^{s_i} \) (or \( g^{s_j} \)). After receiving \( t \) (or \( t \)) secret shadows, the secret \( y_1 \) (and \( y_2 \)) can be recovered by CSSP as follows.

\[
y_1 = \sum_{i=1}^{t} \left( s_i \cdot \prod_{k=1;k \neq i}^{t} \frac{k}{k-\hat{t}} \right). \\
\]  

(5)

To decrypt the identity of the customer, CSSP checks \( v^2 = u^2 H(w,u) \) and computes \( m' = (w/w^h) \) mod \( n^2 \). Finally, the plaintext is \( \sigma = (m' - 1)/n \), which is the identity credential.

– Identity Revocation (IDRevoke): This part is run by CSSP during customer revocation. CSSP can revoke a customer by adding the invalid customer’s identity credential \( \sigma \) into a revocation list \( S_{\text{rev}} \) and updating an accumulator value \( c \). Particularly, CSSP creates an empty accumulator \( c \) as \( c = \hat{g} \) in the beginning. When a customer is invalid, CSSP adds his identity credential into the accumulator as \( c = c \sigma^{t+1} \) and also adds his credential \( \sigma \) into the revocation list \( S_{\text{rev}} \). Finally, CSSP publishes the latest accumulator \( c \) and revocation list \( S_{\text{rev}} \) to the bulletin board.

D. Detailed Construction of DAPA

– System Setup: During this phase, CSSP runs \( S\text{PPIM}.S\text{Gen} \) to generate the public cryptographic parameters \( \text{Params} \) and the
private key \( y \in Z_p^* \).

\[
Params = \{ l, \tilde{I}, n, g, \tilde{p}, \tilde{q}, \tilde{G}, \emptyset, G_T, e, \\
\tilde{g}, \tilde{h}, g, \tilde{G}, H, H', \tau, Y \}.
\]

Eventually, CSSP publishes \( Params \) and stores \( y \) in its local storage.

- **Customer Registration**: A customer registers herself at CSSP. Following \( PPIM.IDRegister \), the customer sends a unique username/password (note that, they are used for regenerating/retrieving the credential if the credential is missing accidentally) and the corresponding driving qualification info, e.g., the photocopy of a valid driver license, to CSSP. After receiving the registration request, CSSP verifies the validity of the driving qualification info. If the information is correct and legitimate, CSSP stores the real identity of this customer and generates a unique identity credential \((\sigma, Cred)\). CSSP then returns the credential \((\sigma, Cred)\) to the customer. Otherwise, CSSP returns with failure. After receiving the credential, the customer verifies the credential \((\sigma, Cred)\). If it passes the verification, the customer stores the credential \((\sigma, Cred)\). Otherwise, the customer’s registration fails.

- **Car Rental**: A customer achieves online car rental and obtains a code to access the shared car through CSSP and VSs. Following \( PPIM.IDHide \), the customer generates the key pairs \( \{ (y_1, Y_1), (y_2, Y_2), (y_3, Y_3) \} \) and publishes the public keys \( \{ Y_1, Y_2, Y_3 \} \) to VSs. The customer then shares the private key \( \{ y_1, y_2, y_3 \} \) with the distributed VSs and VSs store the received secret shadows. Subsequently, the customer generates the witness \( (a, d) \), encrypts her identity as \( (u, w, v) \), generates a proof of identity credential \( \pi \), generates a unique public key \( Key_{user} \), generates an identifier \( ID_{user} \) (note that, the identifier is another unique public key that generated by the customer), and writes \( \{ ID_{user}, Key_{user}, (u, w, v), \pi \} \) to the bulletin board as an identity record. The customer stores the corresponding private keys of \( Key_{user} \) and \( ID_{user} \). Next, she sends a verification request to the current committee members. The current committee (i.e., each individual committee member) verifies the uploaded proof, and updates the state of the identity record (approval or reject) at the bulletin board as well as sends the response back to the customer. After confirming that the record’s state is updated (approval), the customer sends a car rental request to CSSP, which includes the identifier \( ID_{user} \), a signature (i.e., the customer uses the private key corresponding to the identifier to generate the signature based on any secure signature scheme, e.g., BonehLynnShacham signature [21]), the shared car’s information, and the rental duration. After receiving the request, CSSP locates the identifier \( ID_{user} \) at the bulletin board, verifies the signature to ensure that the record belongs to the requester, and checks the state of this record. If the state is approval, CSSP updates the code for the shared car, encrypts the car access code using the public key \( Key_{user} \), based on any public-key cryptosystem, e.g., ElGamal encryption, writes the encrypted code into the bulletin board, creates a car sharing record, and responds to the customer. Otherwise, it rejects the request. The customer downloads the encrypted code from the bulletin board and decrypts it to obtain the code using the private key corresponding to the public key \( Key_{user} \). Finally, the customer uses the code to unlock the shared car at the car sharing station.

Meanwhile, since the committee members change periodically (every epoch), following \( PPIM.IDTransfer \), the previous committee transfers the secret shadows to the next committee at the end of each epoch. When a customer returns the car, the customer parks the shared car at any car sharing station and confirms the return operation by sending the return request to CSSP. If the car is returned properly, CSSP then updates the code for the shared car and informs the current committee about the accomplishment and the identity record related to the car rental transaction. The committee members delete the stored secret shadows as well as update the state of the identity record (accomplishment). After confirming that the record’s state is updated, CSSP confirms the return by sending the return response to the customer. Otherwise, CSSP goes to the car audit phase.

- **Car Audit**: CSSP recovers the identity of a customer who rents a shared car but misbehaves. Concretely, CSSP uploads the evidence to the bulletin board, pointing to the customer’s identity record based on the unique identifier \( ID_{user} \), and updates the state of the record (evil). CSSP then sends an audit request to VSs. After receiving the audit request, the current committee members check the evidence stored in the bulletin board. If the evidence exists and is correct, following \( PPIM.IDRecover \), the current committee members release the encrypted secret shadows, update the state of the record (release), and sends the response back to CSSP. Afterwards, CSSP downloads the encrypted secret shadows and encrypted identity from the bulletin board, and recovers the real identity of the customer via decryption.

- **Customer Revocation**: CSSP revokes a customer. Following \( PPIM.IDRevoke \), CSSP updates the customer revocation list \( S_{inv} \), and the accumulator \( c \) used for identity verification. When a customer is revoked, he cannot pass the identity verification during identity registration and identity hiding. That is, the customer is forbidden to use the car sharing service.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we first analyze the proposed ZkPoK, i.e., Eq. (3), to show its completeness, special soundness, and special honest verifier zero-knowledge, and then analyze how PPIM achieves privacy preservation and accountability. As DAPA’s core component is PPIM, the security of DAPA can be naturally reduced to the security of PPIM.

A. Security Analysis of ZkPoK

A ZkPoK based on the \( \Sigma \) protocol has three properties [23]: 1) (Completeness) if a prover (P) and a verifier (V) follow the ZkPoK protocol on input a public input \( x \) and a private input \( w \), where \( (x, w) \in R \) and \( R \) is a non-deterministic polynomial time relation, \( V \) always accepts P’s proof; 2) (Special Soundness) for any \( x \) and any pair of accepting conversations on input \( x \) with different random challenges \( ch \) and \( ch’ \) (\( ch \neq ch’ \)), an extractor can efficiently extract \( w \) such that \( (x, w) \in R \); and
3) (Special Honest Verifier Zero-Knowledge) there is a polynomial-time simulator $S$, which on input $x$ and a random challenge $ch$, outputting an accepting conversation, with the same probability distribution as conversations between the honest prover and the honest verifier on input $x$.

Lemma 1: Eq. (3) satisfies completeness, special soundness, and special honest verifier zero-knowledge.

Proof. (Completeness) To prove the completeness, the proof should be transformed into another (equivalent) proof. The reason that the transformation is needed is that the proof is designed based on $\Sigma$ protocol which only supports zero-knowledge proof of discrete log. To achieve the transformation, specifically, the following auxiliaries should be generated at the beginning. The customer as the prover chooses three independent generators of $\hat{g}_1, \hat{g}_2$ and $\hat{g}_3$, and computes $A = g^\sigma h^\epsilon, C = C^{\text{cred}_1}, \theta_1 = \sigma \beta_1, \theta_2 = \sigma \beta_2, \theta_3 = d \beta_3, \theta_4 = d \beta_4, B_1 = g^{\beta_1} h^{\beta_2}, B_2 = a h^{\beta_3}, B_3 = g^{\beta_1} h^{\beta_3}, B_4 = g^{\beta_3}$, where $\beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, \beta_4$ are chosen from $Z_p^*$. Finally, the new proof can be represented as follows.

$$ZPKoK \{\langle r, \epsilon, \sigma, \gamma, d, \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, \beta_4, \theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3, \theta_4 \rangle :$$

$$u^2 = g^{2r} \land \omega^2 = Y_1^{2\sigma} (1 + n) 2^\sigma \land \omega^2 = (Y_2 Y_3)^{H(u, w)}^{2r}$$

$$\land (B_2, \omega) = (\epsilon(g, \omega)^{\sigma} e(h, \omega)^{\gamma} e(B, \omega)^{-\sigma})$$

$$\land A = g^{\sigma} h^\epsilon + C = G^{\text{cred}_1}, \theta_1 = \sigma \beta_1, \theta_2 = \sigma \beta_2, \theta_3 = d \beta_3, \theta_4 = d \beta_4, B_1 = g^{\beta_1} h^{\beta_2}, B_2 = a h^{\beta_3}, B_3 = g^{\beta_1} h^{\beta_3}, B_4 = g^{\beta_3}, \text{where} \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, \beta_4 \text{are chosen from} Z_p^* \}.$$
who handles the outputs and the inputs of all entities and achieves the functionality provided by PPIM. There exists an adversary, \( A \), who controls the same entities (e.g., malicious customers and honest-but-curious CSSP) in the real world and the ideal world. Also, there exists a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm, the environment \( E \), that provides the inputs to all entities and schedules the interaction among entities. \( A \) can freely communicate with \( E \). We adopt a static model (during one epoch) and assume the number of entities and whether they are honest or not are fixed before the system starts. We utilize an event to denote the execution of a functionality, and there exist six events: INIT, REG, HIDE, TRANS, ROC, and REV, corresponding to six parts of PPIM. All communications with \( T \) are not anonymous, i.e., \( T \) knows the identity of the entity who communicates with it, while the communication between honest entities is not observed by \( A \), which can be achieved by the anonymous network, e.g., Tor network [27].

- **INIT.** The system begins when \( E \) specifies the number of honest/malicious customers and VSs in the system. CSSP is honest-but-curious in the system.
  - **Real World.** CSSP generates its key pair \((spk, ssk)\). The public key \( spk \) is published to all entities in the system.
  - **Ideal World.** \( T \) initializes a database \( DB \), which is used for storing the registration status and storing the identity of the customer.

- **REG.** \( E \) instructs a customer to register with CSSP.
  - **Real World.** The customer sends a registration request to CSSP, and CSSP responds to the customer and stores the customer’s registration status. If the customer has already obtained an identity credential, CSSP would reject the request. Since this procedure is not anonymous in the view of CSSP, CSSP can identify duplicated requests from the same customer.
  - **Ideal World.** The customer sends a registration request to \( T \). \( T \) then informs CSSP a customer would like to register and whether the customer has registered before. CSSP responds to \( T \), and \( T \) forwards the response to the customer. If CSSP accepts the request, i.e., the customer has not registered before, \( T \) stores the registration status of the customer in \( DB \).

- **HIDE.** \( E \) instructs a customer to hide her identity through communicating with VSs.
  - **Real World.** The customer generates the secret for each VS and encrypts her identity credential. Then the customer uploads the encrypted identity and a proof to the public bulletin board, and sends an identity hiding request to VSs. VSs verify the proof and update the state at the public bulletin board.
  - **Ideal World.** The customer sends an identity hiding request to \( T \). \( T \) verifies the identity, and sends a bit to each VS indicating whether the customer is valid registered customer and has not been revoked. Each VS replies with the state to \( T \), and \( T \) then updates the state at the public bulletin board. If the state is approval, \( T \) stores the real identity of the customer in \( DB \).

- **TRANS.** \( E \) instructs VSs in the current committee to transfer the secret belonging to a customer to VSs in the next committee.
  - **Real World.** Each VS in the current committee redistributes the secret belonging to a customer to each VS in the next committee. Each VS in the next committee verifies the secret afterwards.
  - **Ideal World.** Each VS in the current committee sends the secret transferring request to \( T \). \( T \) updates the identity credential of the customer in \( DB \), and sends a bit indicating whether the transferring is successful or not to each VS in the current committee and next committee.

- **ROC.** \( E \) instructs CSSP to recover the identity of a customer through communicating with VSs.
  - **Real World.** CSSP sends the identity recovery request, corresponding to an HIDE event initiated by a customer such that a majority of VSs output success, to each VS. Each VS replies with its secret and CSSP utilizes the secret to decrypt the encrypted identity of the customer.
  - **Ideal World.** CSSP sends the identity recovery request to \( T \). \( T \) locates the real identity of the customer in \( DB \). \( T \) informs each VS CSSP would like to recover a customer’s identity. Each VS responds to \( T \) with a bit indicating whether the recovery is approved or not. If a majority of VSs agree to recover the identity, \( T \) replies the customer’s identity back to CSSP. Then, CSSP recovers the identity of the customer.

- **REV.** \( E \) instructs CSSP to revoke a customer.
  - **Real World.** CSSP adds the identity credential of the customer into the accumulator \( c \) and the revocation list \( S_{\text{rev}} \). CSSP updates the latest accumulator and revocation list at the public bulletin board.
  - **Ideal World.** CSSP sends the latest accumulator and revocation list to \( T \), and \( T \) updates them at public bulletin board and delete the customer in its database.

In the ideal world, PPIM provides all the desired security properties. First, all the events, in the view of CSSP and VSs, are anonymous. \( T \) just informs VSs some anonymous customers just informs VSs some anonymous customers: DAPA: A DECENTRALIZED, ACCOUNTABLE, AND PRIVACY-PRESERVING ARCHITECTURE FOR CAR SHARING SERVICES 4877
Lemma 2 (Customer Privacy): For all PPT environments $E$ and all real world adversaries $A$ controlling CSSP, a subset of customers, and a subset of VSs (less than half VSs), there exists an ideal world simulator $S$ which satisfies $|\text{Real}_{E,A}(\lambda) - \text{Ideal}_{E,S}(\lambda)| = \text{negl}(\lambda)$.

Proof Sketch. A simulator $S$ is defined which interacts with $E$ as an ideal world adversary, and meanwhile has black-box access to a real world adversary $A$. Note that the output of $S$ is always indistinguishable to the output of $A$ as long as the following conditions are satisfied. During an $\text{HIDE}$ event, $S$ represents the dishonest VS to $T$ and represents the honest customer/VS to $A$. The simulation fails if $A$ can recover the identity credential $\sigma$ corresponding to the ciphertext $(u, w, v)$. This happens with negligible probability under the Decision Composite Residuosity (DCR) assumption. The security proof is similar to the proof of the adaptive chosen ciphertext security property of the encryption [25]. The simulation also fails if $A$ can break the confidentiality of the $t$ out of $N$ secret sharing [28]. This happens with negligible probability under the Discrete Log (DL) assumption. Intuitively, since the share shadow obtained by each VS is distributed uniformly at random, so it does not contain any information about the secret. During a $\text{TRANS}$ event, $S$ represents the dishonest VS to $T$ and represents the honest VS to $A$. The simulation fails if $A$ can break the confidentiality of the secret redistribution [29]. This happens with negligible probability under the DL assumption.

Lemma 3 (Accountability): For all PPT environments $E$ and all real world adversaries $A$ controlling a subset of customers and a subset of VSs (less than half VSs), there exists an ideal world simulator $S$ which satisfies $|\text{Real}_{E,A}(\lambda) - \text{Ideal}_{E,S}(\lambda)| = \text{negl}(\lambda)$.

Proof Sketch. A simulator $S$ is defined which interacts with $E$ as an ideal world adversary, and meanwhile has black-box access to a real world adversary $A$. Note that the output of $S$ is always indistinguishable to the output of $A$ as long as the following conditions are satisfied. During a $\text{REG}$ event, $S$ represents the dishonest customer to $T$ and represents the honest CSSP to $A$. The simulation fails if $A$ can forge a valid identity credential $(\sigma, C_{\text{red}} = \hat{g}^{r+\gamma})$. This happens with negligible probability under the $q$-Strong Diffie-Hellman ($q$-SDH) assumption. The security proof is similar to the proof of the existential unforgeability property of the Boneh-Boyen short signature [30]. During an $\text{HIDE}$ event, $S$ represents the dishonest customer to $T$ and represents the honest CSSP to $A$. The simulation fails if $S$ fails to extract from $A$ the values $(r, \epsilon, \sigma, \gamma, a, d)$. This happens with negligible probability under the soundness property of 2PoK, which has been proven in Lemma 1. During an $\text{HIDE}$ event, $S$ represents the dishonest VS to $T$ and represents the honest customer/VS to $A$. The simulation fails if $S$ can break the correctness of the $t$ out of $N$ verifiable secret sharing [28]. This happens with negligible probability. During a $\text{TRANS}$ event, $S$ represents the dishonest VS to $T$ and represents the honest VS to $A$. The simulation fails if $A$ can break the the correctness of verifiable secret redistribution [29]. This happens with negligible probability.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of DAPA. Since the core component of DAPA is PPIM, we mainly simulate PPIM in terms of computational costs and communication overheads. The simulation is implemented on a Macbook Pro notebook with Intel Core i7 processor. The memory is 8 GB and the clock rate is 2.6 GHz. For the cryptographic settings, we utilize the Java pairing based cryptography (JPBC) library [31] and choose the type $F$ pairing (Barreto-Naehrig curve) in our simulation. To guarantee the least security level of 128 bits, the security parameters are set as $l = 1024$ and $\ell = 256$.

A. Computational Costs

To evaluate the computational costs, we first analyze the computational complexity of PPIM’s each part (except $\text{PGen}$ since it only needs to be run one time in the beginning). To measure the complexity, we count the number of time-consuming operations like public-key encryption, bilinear pairing, exponentiation in $\mathbb{Z}_{n^2}$, $\mathbb{G}$, $\mathbb{G}_0$, and $\mathbb{G}_1$. The computational delays of public-key encryption and bilinear pairing are denoted by $PKE_T$ and $PAIR_T$, respectively. The computational delays of exponentiation in $\mathbb{Z}_{n^2}$, $\mathbb{G}$, $\mathbb{G}_0$, and $\mathbb{G}_1$ are denoted by $EXP^2_T$, $EXP^2_T$, and $EXP^2_T$, respectively. Assuming that there are $N$ $(t = \lceil \sqrt{N} \rceil + 1)$ current committee members (VSs), $\hat{N}$ $(\hat{t} = \lceil \sqrt{N} \rceil + 1)$ committee members in the next epoch, and $\chi$ engaged customers (means the customer who rents a shared car but does not return it), the results are shown in Table II. $\text{PPIM.IDHide}$ is the major computational burden for the customer. The customer’s computational complexity is $O(N)$ since the customer needs to split and distribute the secrets $(y_1, y_2, y_3)$ according to the number of current committee members. Nevertheless, this calculation only needs to be performed once when the customer wants to rent a shared car. $\text{PPIM.IDTransfer}$ is the major computational burden for VS. The computational burden of VSs should be discussed separately. The computational complexity of current committee members is $O(\chi \cdot \hat{t})$ since they have to transfer $\chi$ engaged customers’ secrets to $\hat{N}$ next committee members with the threshold $\hat{t}$. The computational complexity of next committee members is $O(\chi \cdot N)$ since they need to verify the received $\chi$ secrets from $N$ current committee members.

To demonstrate the computational efficiency of PPIM, we compare PPIM with four existing schemes, GSig-1 [32], GSig-2 [33], VEGS [34] and Vote-to-Link [35]. GSig-1 and GSig-2 are traditional group signature schemes where a customer can authenticate herself to CSSP using a group signature. CSSP can verify that the customer is a valid customer without knowing her identity and a centralized group manager can help trace the identity of the customer using a master secret key. VEGS is an adaptive group-signature-based scheme: a customer can encrypt her group signature and prove to CSSP that the uploaded
ciphertext containing a valid group signature can be verified and opened by an adjudicator (VEGS can be easily extended to support distributed adjudicators). Under the circumstances, the encrypted group signatures can be maintained by the adjudicator. Vote-to-Link is a threshold group-signature-based scheme where the customer can encrypt her identity credential using a threshold encryption scheme and prove to CSSP that the corresponding ciphertext contains a valid credential. In this case, the encrypted credential can be managed by multiple distributed moderators.

We first compare the computational delay of PPIM.IDHide with GSig-1 and GSig-2. To make the comparison fair, only one validation server is employed in PPIM and one group manager is employed in GSig-1 and GSig-2. Two main procedures are measured: signature generation and signature verification. The numbers of revoked customers are set as 20 and 40. The comparison results are shown in Fig. 2. GSig-1 and GSig-2 are more efficient than PPIM.IDHide in the generation of group signatures (anonymous identity credentials). The reason is that GSig-1 and GSig-2 utilize a lightweight linear encryption with chosen-plaintext security [30] while PPIM.IDHide utilizes a verifiable encryption with chosen-ciphertext security [25]. When CSSP verifies the signature, GSig-1 and GSig-2 require CSSP to check revoked customers one by one. Hence, the verification is less efficient. Since PPIM.IDHide utilizes an accumulator technique [36], the costs of signature verification are constant with the increase of revoked customers. Second, we compare the computational delay of PPIM.IDHide with VEGS and Vote-to-Link. The performance metric is the computational delay of PPIM.IDHide with the different number of VSs. To make the comparison fair, we modify VEGS and Vote-to-Link to support the dynamic characteristic (i.e., the private key used for decrypting the identity credential is generated by the customer and is distributed to the VS (or adjudicator or moderator) dynamically). The comparison results are shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b). Compared with VEGS and Vote-to-Link, PPIM.IDHide is more efficient in terms of computational costs. VEGS is designed in the bilinear group of a composite order, and its computational cost is larger than PPIM.IDHide which is designed in the bilinear group of a prime order. Vote-to-Link uses an Elgamal-like threshold encryption method and the non-interactive zero-knowledge proof technique that cause more computational delay.

In addition, we also measure the computational delay of PPIM.IDTransfer with the different number of VSs. The results are shown in Fig. 3(c). To transfer one engaged customer’ secret to the next committee, each current committee member only needs to perform the exponentiation in $\mathbb{Z}_{n^2}$, which is efficient compared with other complex group operations. When the size of next committee is as large as 100, it takes around 200 ms to accomplish the transfer. Similarly, to receive one engaged customer’ secret, each next committee member just needs to perform the exponentiation in $\mathbb{Z}_{n^2}$ as well. Considering that the size of current committee is as large as 100, it takes less than 1,200 ms to accomplish the verification, which is efficient. Note that, the delay can be optimized by increasing the epoch length since the frequency of identity transfer decreases. Also, we utilize Java programming language and the single-thread setting to simulate the procedure, and the delay can be further reduced by applying C programming language (or other low-level languages) and the multi-thread setting.

### B. Communication Overheads

PPIM’s communication overheads are mostly related to the number of distributed VSs and the number of engaged customers. If there exist a large number of committee members (VSs), more secrets are needed to be distributed to these VSs when the customer runs PPIM.IDHide. When the rental duration is long (e.g., several epochs), the current committee members need to transfer the managed secrets owned by engaged customers to next committee members. Therefore, we analyze the communication overheads of PPIM.IDHide and PPIM.IDTransfer as follows. Assuming that the sizes of $G$, $G_T$, and $Z_{n^2}$ are denoted by $\text{Size}_{G}$, $\text{Size}_{G_T}$, and $4l$, the communication overhead of PPIM.IDHide between the customer and the current committee member is $(N + t + 8) \times 4l + (N + n') \times l + 13 \times \text{Size}_{G} + 2 \times \text{Size}_{G_T}$. The customer does

---

**TABLE II**

**COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF PPIM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>CSSP</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>VS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDRegister</td>
<td>$8XP_{G}^2$</td>
<td>$2 \times \text{Pair}<em>{T} + 8XP</em>{G}^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| IDHide             | - | $(12 + 3N + 3t) \times 8XP_{G}^2 + 23 \times 8XP_{G}^2 + 6 \times \text{Pair}_{G}^2 + 6 \times \text{Pair}_{T}$ | $(11 \times 8XP_{G}^2 + 17 \times 8XP_{G}^2 + 9 \times \text{Pair}_{G}^2 + 5 \times 8XP_{G}^2 + 3 \times \text{Pair}_{T}$)
| IDTransfer         | - | - | |
| IDRecover          | $(8t + 8) \times 8XP_{G}^2$ | - | $\text{PK}_{G}^2$ |
| IDRevoke           | $8XP_{G}^2$ | - | - |

---

Fig. 2. Comparison with group signature schemes in terms of computational costs.
A secure and privacy analysis of KSS. Then, they proposed a secure and privacy-enhancing scheme, named SePCAR [15], to address these threats. SePCAR provides generation and distribution of car access tokens for car sharing service, as well as update and revocation operations. To advance forensic evidence provision in the case of emergency, they applied a technique called secure multi-party computation (SMPC) [38], i.e., SePCAR utilized SMPC to achieve accountability while protecting customers’ privacy. However, this method sacrifices computational efficiency since SMPC is time-consuming. Moreover, the requisite driving qualification checking is not mentioned in their scheme before customers share their cars. Similarly, Dmitrienko et al. [16] proposed a secure free-floating car sharing system that supports car sharing between customer and the car sharing service provider. The proposed system mainly focuses on an access control issue and is designed based on a two-factor authentication scheme including mobile devices and RFID tags. They did not consider the privacy of customers and thus a fully trusted car sharing service provider exists to manage the master keys for customers and vehicles.

B. Privacy & Accountability for Car Sharing

There are two types of traceable anonymous mechanisms which can be applied in the car sharing scenario to achieve both privacy preservation and accountability, pseudonym-based approaches [39]–[41] and group-signature-based approaches [32]–[35]. We focus on the group-signature-based approaches, where a customer can hide her real identity within a group by creating an indistinguishable (encrypted) signature to preserve her privacy. Compared with the pseudonym-based approaches, the group-signature-based approaches are more flexible and do not need complex pseudonym management and changing. Traditional group-signature-based approaches [32], [33] rely on a centralized group manager, which cannot be compromised at any time and should be always online with full trust. The centralized group manager can assist in generating anonymous identity credentials for customers and can trace an anonymous identity credential using a master secret key to determine which group member owns it. To overcome the shortages like the single point of failure, some recent group-signature-based approaches [34], [35] replace the centralized group manager with distributed authorities, i.e., only if a majority of distributed authorities agree,
the real identity of a customer can be traced. Nevertheless, these authorities are considered to be fixed and stationary, and an adversary still has the chance to gradually compromise them in the car sharing scenario.

Different from the existing group-signature-based approaches [32]–[35], we propose a privacy-preserving identity management (PPIM) scheme for DAPA, where the authorities (a.k.a validation servers in DAPA) are periodically substituted to reduce the risk of being compromised. A customer cannot directly generate the group signature using validation servers' public keys as usual since they are dynamic. In other words, if a customer generates a group signature according to the public keys of the current validation servers, misbehaving customers cannot be traced after validation servers are offline and are substituted by another validation servers, which obeys our design goals. To show the difference between PPIM and the existing group-signature-based schemes [32]–[35], several properties are compared in Table III. DST denotes that there exist distributed validation servers. DYN denotes that the validation servers are dynamically substituted. CON denotes that an identity credential is encrypted as a ciphertext which cannot be distinguished. VER denotes that the identity credential can be verified by the validation servers without decryptions. REC denotes that the identity credential can be recovered. RVK denotes that the identity credential can be revoked.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a decentralized, accountable, and privacy-preserving architecture for car sharing services (DAPA). In DAPA, decentralized and dynamic validation servers are employed to assist in managing customers’ real identities instead of a single trusted authority, which significantly reduces the risk of the single point of failure and builds decentralized trust for customers. Meanwhile, based on a new privacy-preserving identity management scheme (PPIM), DAPA achieves privacy preservation for customers and accountability for car sharing service providers simultaneously. DAPA enables a car sharing service provider to verify the validity of customers’ identifications without revealing customers’ real identities, and it also allows a car sharing service provider to trace misbehaving customers no matter how validation servers change over time. Moreover, according to our experimental results, DAPA is efficient in terms of computational costs and communication overheads. In future work, we aim to design a lightweight car sharing architecture using smart contracts under the blockchain-based model, which achieves fairness among customers, car sharing service providers, and validation servers.
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